A. Look closely at the Mediterranean sea map.  

Circle Egypt, Rome and Greece.
B. Read this information about ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome

Hello! I'm Ases, from Egypt.
Egypt forms part of Northern Africa.
The river Nile is found in my country.
Egypt is a huge land with a hot and dry climate.
Ancient Egyptians are reknowned for the pyramids.
Look at my clothing. What do you notice?
I'm wearing a typical Egyptian, long dress.
Ancient Egyptians used to have golden details attached to their clothes.
They also liked to decorate their heads.

Hi! I'm Hera, from Greece.
Greece forms part of Southern Europe.
Ancient Greece included modern Greece,
the numerous Greek Islands as well as Turkey.
Greek climate is similar to Maltese.
In ancient Greece, most people were either farmers,
fishermen or tradesmen. Some others spent their time acting in Greek theatres. Greece is well known for the first Olympic games.
Ancient Greek costumes were light, due to the hot climate.
Ancient Greeks used to wear headbands made from branch wreaths.
Hey! I'm Titus, and I wore ancient Roman clothes today!

Jiena Titus, u lbist ilbies Ruman tal-qedem.

Rome is nowadays known as Italy's capital city.

Ancient Romans enjoyed themselves hunting for fun as well as for food. They also spent their time acting in theatres.

They are also reknowned for the special baths they had.

The tunic I'm wearing is a typical ancient dress.

C. Let's play with Ases!

I enjoyed myself dressed up as ancient Egyptian.

**Colour the clothes that complement my outfit.**
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D. Let’s play with Hera!

The vase below is typical of ancient Greece.

Decorate the second vase to go with the first one!

These columns are also typical of ancient Greece.

Colour them
E. Let’s play with Titus!

Had I lived in ancient Rome, I would surely be a Roman soldier!

Colour this picture of an ancient Roman soldier.